Mike just started working from home, but he’s using a personal laptop with an out-of-date internet browser when he logs on to check email.

Hackers can now use Mike’s browser to steal Mike’s identity, get access to his personal or company information, install malware, and more.

Multi-factor authentication (MFA) would have detected the out-of-date browser when Mike first signed in from his personal laptop.

It would have verified that Mike is who he says he is, but also that his device meets company security standards.

A security check would have produced a ‘score’ across multiple categories of risk, flagging Mike’s outdated browser.

Mike would have received a prompt to update his browser so he could use the device to continue accessing work email and other apps.

Cisco Duo is the world’s easiest and most secure MFA, with many MFA options for remote workers based on their needs.

Learn more at cisco.com/go/secureremoteworker.